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ABSTRACT
Online social networks have become an essential part of our
daily life, and an increasing number of users are using multiple online social networks simultaneously. We hypothesize
that the integration of data from multiple social networks
could boost the performance of recommender systems. In
our study, we perform cross-social network collaborative recommendation and show that fusing multi-source data enables us to achieve higher recommendation performance as
compared to various single-source baselines.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.1 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Content
Analysis and Indexing

General Terms
Algorithms, Experimentation, Performance

1.

INTRODUCTION

The fast expanding multi-modal social media data serves
as an important resource to perform relevant recommendation and comprehensive user profiling in many application domains. In particular, venue category recommendation (e.g. restaurant, museum, or park) is an important
task in tourism and advertisement for suggesting interesting
venues near users’ current location. At the same time, most
internet-active adults prefer to use multiple social services
simultaneously to satisfy their different information needs1 ,
and thus, interests of such users can be better inferred from
different perspectives using multiple online social networks
(OSNs).
Up to now, only a few studies investigated multi-source
data processing, while the usefulness of the multi-source
data integration for venue recommendation remains unclear.
For example, according to [1, 4], multi-source data integration may help to achieve higher recommendation performance. However, there has not been much research done on
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multi-source multi-modal recommender systems, while most
existing works focus on either multi-source or multi-modal
data.
In this paper, we investigate multi-source and multi-modal
recommender systems and report the results of an initial experimental study. We seek to address the following research
question: is it possible to improve the recommendation performance by incorporating multi-source multi-modal data?
To address this question, we employed a subset of
NUS-MSS [2] dataset that includes user-generated content
posted by the same users in three popular OSNs: Twitter,
Foursquare and Instagram. We made the assumption that
the social media data from the same user on different social
network presents users activities in different perspectives,
which are correlated to overall user profile. We therefore
built a recommender system that exploits the multi-source
multi-modal data and suggests categories of venues visited
and unvisited by a particular user. Since location recommendation is especially useful when it is based on the user’s
current location, we recommend venue categories. It allows
an individual to immediately discover the newly suggested
places. The task can also be considered as user profiling for
content and location-based recommendation. Furthermore,
we also address the source integration problem and evaluate
our proposed approach against single-source baselines.

2.

MULTI-SOURCE DATA

To address the research question, we employed a subset
of NUS-MSS dataset [2] by considering only those users
who performed activities on each of the following three
OSNs: Twitter, Foursquare and Instagram, from 10 July
till 29 September 2014 in Singapore region. The resulting dataset used for the experimentation contains 3,058,833
tweets, 81,755 check-ins and 87,672 Instagram posts, generated by 4,172 users.

2.1

Feature extraction

We model the users as vectors in m-dimensional feature
space: ui,F = (fi,1 , fi,2 , ..., fi,m ), where fk is the kth feature for user ui,f using features space F . Overall, we leverage 4 types of features: Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count
(LIWC) from Twitter, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
from Twitter, Instagram image concepts and Foursquare
venue categories2 . Each user is, thus, represented by 4 feature vectors:
• ui,LIW C = (liwci,1 , liwci,2 , ..., liwci,70 ), where liwci,k is a
normalized LIWC feature;
• ui,LDA = (ldai,1 , ldai,2 , ..., ldai,50 ), where ldai,k is the
probability that the tweets of user ui are about topic k;
2

Detailed features description is given in [2]

3.

RECOMMENDATION APPROACHES

We recommended venue categories based on each data
source independently and based on the fusion of data from
multiple sources.

3.1

r̂(ui,F , j) =

k∈U,k6=i

P

sqk,j · cos(ui,F , uk,F )

k∈U,k6=i

cos(ui,F , uk,F )

,

(1)

where r̂(ui,F , j) is the rating calculated using feature vector
ui,F such as ui,LDA , ui,LIW C , ui,SQ or ui,IN ; ui,F is a target
user that receives a recommendation list with item j; sqk,j
is the weight of item j for user k; and cos(ui,F , uk,F ) is the
cosine similarity measure between users i and k.

Multi-source recommendation

We performed different fusion approaches at the different
stages of collaborative filtering.
As a simple baseline, we first employed an early fusion
approach [3] to fuse multi-source data, where features derived from each source were concatenated into a single feature vector: 0
ui = (sqi,1 , ..., sqi,546 , ldai,1 , ..., ldai,50 ,
liwci,1 , ..., liwci,70 , ini,1 , ..., ini,1000 ).

(2)

Seeking to boost the recommendation performance, we
developed a new late fusion re-ranking approach. We
linearly combined the outputs from different sources, where
the weight of each source is learned based on a stochastic
hill climbing with random restart (SHCR) optimization algorithm. Each source is assigned a real-valued weight of
between 0 to 1 and the rank of ith item in the final recommendation output is computed as follows:
Rankf (itemi ) =

n
1 X
ws
,
n s=1 Ranks (itemi )

(3)

where Ranks (itemi ) is the rank of ith item in recommendation list for source s; ws corresponds to the weight of the
source s; n is a total number of sources (in our case, n = 4).
The venue categories in final recommendation list are sorted
in increasing order according to their rank. We optimize
the multi-source recommendation performance (measured
by F − measure@10) in 1000 SHCR iterations that gives
a good chance to find reasonable source weights.

4.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In our experiments, the recommender system suggests a
sorted number of categories to each user. We trained the
model using the whole dataset and evaluated based on 736
users who have checked-in in at least 20 categories in the
training set and 8 categories in the test set.
To measure the recommendation performance we use
@K·R@K
F − measure@K = 2·P
, where P @K and R@K
P @K+R@K
are precision and recall at K, respectively, and K indicates
the number of selected items from the top of the recommendation list.
Figure 1 demonstrates that multi-source multi-modal
data fusion helps to improve the recommendation performance. Specifically, the proposed late fusion re-ranking approach outperforms all the baselines starting from K > 6.
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Single-source recommendation

To recommend venue categories, we implemented userbased collaborative filtering. In the case of single-source
recommendation, the list of suggested categories is sorted
according to the ratings of items. Rating of each item for
each user is calculated
P as follows:

3.2

F-measure@K

• ui,IN = (ini,1 , ini,2 , ..., ini,1000 ), where ini,k is a normalized number of pictures posted by user i with a concept
ink ;
• ui,SQ = (sqi,1 , sqi,2 , ..., sqi,546 ), where sqi,k is a normalized
number of the times user i visited venue category sqk .
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Figure 1: The evaluation of recommendation performance in terms of F-measure@K
The lower recommendation performance of multi-source approach for K < 6 could be explained by the significant noise
level in Twitter data, while for K > 9 Twitter features are
able to archive better generalization ability of the proposed
model.
Another observation is the failure of the early fused model
to improve the recommendation performance as compared
to single source baselines, where the shape of the performance curve is similar to that of the Instagram approach.
The possible reason is the unbalanced sparsity of different
feature vectors, since features were derived from different
multi-modal sources.

5.

CONCLUSION

In this study, we investigated the impact of multi-modal
data from different social media sources on the recommendation performance. Based on the NUS-MSS dataset [2], we
incorporated multi-source multi-modal data and compared
its performance with single-source baselines. Our results indicated that the fusion of multi-source multi-modal data is
able to boost the recommendation performance significantly.
Our future work includes the development of new efficient
source fusion solutions. Also we plan to work on new feature
types, data completion techniques and multi-source recommendation models.
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